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1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
“Intellectually interesting but science fiction” is the typical response we have seen when
discussing the possibility of exploiting resources in space. For many decades, governments,
entrepreneurs and dreamers have talked about the development of in-situ resource development
in space, otherwise know as space mining. The known ice content of some of the asteroids and
recent announcements and reported discovery of water on the moon has now caught the attention
of the world.
There has yet to be any space mining operation launched and operating. In our opinion, future
operations to be successful must be based on sound science and technology combined with
robust economics. Watts, Griffis and McOuat Limited (“WGM”) is in the exploration and
mining business and has been conducting, reviewing, auditing, evaluating and valuing Mineral
Resources globally for more than 55 years, reporting to current NI 43-101 standards and
guidelines and CIM definitions and CIMVal guidelines utilized and recognized internationally.
The critical element of any potential deposit being declared a Mineral Resource according to
current definitions is its ability to be potentially economically extractable. In the absence of the
required hard data to substantiate a Mineral Resource compliant with current CIM definitions
and NI 43-101 standards and guidelines, WGM has embarked on producing a conceptual space
resources and mining study for water which attempts to quantify the estimated future markets,
quantities, prices, and costs to produce water on the Moon.
The purpose of our study is to answer some fundamental questions regarding the viability of
space water mining operations: is there a potential future market for water in space, what is the
expected market price for water in space, is it technically feasible to produce water in space and
at what cost? Based on our research, the answer is yes to all these questions. We should note
our work is a first-order estimate and is not definitive, as the market is evolving rapidly.
WGM estimates there is likely a US$206 Billion market for water in space over the next
30 years. After extensively analysing currently known technologies and extrapolating possible
Moon-based production methods, WGM believes producing water on the Moon to be viable and
the first company to exploit this identified demand will likely reap extraordinary profits.
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2. STUDY METHODOLOGY
Projecting future market demand for space-based resources is challenging given there are no
established markets. The analogy would be attempting to predict how big the internet would be
in 2019 while making your estimate 25 years earlier in 1994. In order to provide some
framework to our market analysis, WGM used the following principles in developing our
conceptual demand forecast:
•

Only projects which have been announced or funded by government, non-government
entities and/or commercial enterprises that have a reasonable prospect of actually occurring
were included in our analysis;

•

Current technologies and their respective water inputs form the basis for demand for
propellant, coolant, life-support and physical inputs in our analysis;

•

Life-support and space-based agricultural demand is a function of the number of human
beings outside of Earth’s atmosphere. The population of humans in space is the sum of all
space stations, manned space flights, proposed colonies, and space hotels. Secondary
terrestrial markets for space-grown food or lunar water may also develop in the luxury goods
markets; however, this is not factored into our analysis, at this time;

•

Orbital maneuver propellant demand in Low Earth Orbit (“LEO”) will be derived as a
function of the number of large satellites which could potentially be refuelled in orbit to
extend their functional lives. We assume at least one re-fuelling station and associated
propellant distribution vehicles will be launched and operational within five years. We
further assume only 10% of the existing large satellite fleet will engage in refuelling but all
future satellites will be equipped for refuelling;

•

All water produced on the Moon, but consumed elsewhere, will use its own locally produced
fuel to deliver to other markets at the cost of production;

•

Modest future growth rates in demand have been factored and our analysis has a time horizon
of 2050. We are currently applying an 8% discount rate to our NPV calculations; and,

•

Market prices for water are based on current costing to launch payloads into orbit via the
services of Space X via their published launch rates1. This reflects the substitution effects of
being supplied terrestrially.

1

SpaceX Capabilities & Services - https://www.spacex.com/about/capabilities, April 12, 2019.
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Production costs and analysis offers similar challenges given there are no currently operating
mines in space. WGM has consulted extensively with several knowledgeable hardware and
service companies regarding best estimates for costing exploration, development, and production
methods and costs for a moon-based water mining operation. In addition, technical information
from other planetary missions was reviewed. Many of the existing technical and engineering
hardware and system have been proven via use in past space-based missions; however, there
remains several gaps in proven technologies which could be potentially used in a space-based
mining operation. The following are the principles WGM followed in developing our conceptual
production and costing figures:
•

Wherever possible, we have used cost and capability factors based on current and known
technologies which have been used in previous space exploration or have been tested
extensively in an Earth-based analog;

•

WGM has evaluated various mining and processing methods using the principles of
simplicity and technical feasibility. We remain agnostic as to the technology or process used
so long as we have a reasonable degree of certainty that it can produce at our conceptual
processing rates;

•

We assume all water will be mined on the Moon and operations will be located within 15
degrees of the poles;

•

Mining will be conducted using open-pit excavation methods in or around nearly
permanently shadowed regions located outside major craters;

•

Processing of regolith will be via simple distillation methods which create a purified product
free of contaminates;

•

The water deposits are laterally extensive, locally, in unconsolidated regolith as either frost,
hydrated minerals or ice to a minimum depth of 2 m, with an average water content of 5.6%2.
Additional volatiles contained in the regolith were not analyzed for the purposes of our study;

•

We assume 24 hour-365 day robotic mining operations with 100% recovery of the water
content in regolith. This simplifying assumption is made as there is no information as to
actual dilution or loss rates from an operating mine.

2

NASA In-situ Resource Utilization – Water and volatile Compounds Page.
https://isru.nasa.gov/WaterVolatileCompounds.html April 17, 2019.
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3. MARKET DEMAND ANALYSIS
Working from first principles, WGM identified all major potential demand sources for water in
space. The following demand sources were noted:
Earth orbiting satellite refuelling for orbit management thrusters;
ISS life-support replacements and orbit management thruster propellant;
Gateway Space Station life-support and orbit management thruster propellant;
Moon base life support, fuel for resource extraction, and off the moon transportation;
Mars Space Station life support and fuelling for spacecraft to the Martian surface and back;
Spaced-based agriculture; and
Space-based tourism and hotels.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A more fulsome discussion of each demand source follows.
3.1

SATELLITE REFUELLING

For satellite refuelling, WGM has noted that several private companies have proposals seeking to
develop satellite refuelling infrastructure in space. One of the more advanced proposals is the
offering from Orbit Fab which describes in detail the operations of a satellite refuelling depot3.
We also believe several space faring nations are seeking refuelling capabilities for their military
satellites. WGM is of the opinion that satellite refuelling is potentially a viable business;
however, it is contingent on a number of factors.
We have obtained census data on the existing satellite fleet in Earth orbit which as of 2018
totalled 4,857, an increase of 4.79% year over year4. We have extrapolated from this number an
expected fleet of large functioning satellites of 1527, representing the potential market for
refuelling services. A significant problem is that to our knowledge, none of the satellite fleet has
been designed for in-orbit refuelling. There is an economic incentive for satellite owning
companies to maximize the longevity of their fleets given the tremendous launch and sunk costs
of putting their satellites in orbit. We feel if a competitive option for refuelling was available,
future satellites will be engineered to include orbital refuelling capabilities and universally
developed docking standards would follow. Additionally, there may be engineering solutions to
retrofit some existing satellites to allow for refuelling; however, this is outside the scope of our

3
4

Orbit Fab - https://www.orbitfab.space/ June 19, 2019.
Pixalytics – How many satellites are orbiting the Earth in 2018? Based on data form United Nations Office for
Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA) - https://www.pixalytics.com/sats-orbiting-the-earth-2018/ April 17, 2019.
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expertise. We extrapolate that each year 10% of the existing large satellite fleet will be naturally
replaced and all future satellites will be launched with a refuelling capability.
WGM attended the 10th Annual Space Resources Round Table and Planetary & Terrestrial
Mining Sciences Symposium hosted by the Colorado School of Mines in Golden, Colorado in
June 2019, where a presentation titled “A Preliminary Estimate of Future Potential US Military
Supply and Demand for In-Space Water-based Fuel” was presented by Booz Allen Hamilton
Inc.5 Military satellites have a life expectancy of less than one year due to the substantive
expenditure of orbital manoeuvre propellant during operations. Currently the US military has
approximately 130 military satellites with an annual expenditure of 45 tons of propellant. WGM
believes this represents a high probability market for propellant demand in Low Earth Orbit
(“LEO”), as well as other Cislunar markets.
WGM has estimated that within 10 years, all large commercial satellites would use refuelling
facilities, the market would grow by 5% per year, and each satellite on average would use
1-tonne of water as orbital management thruster propellant. Military demand is expected to be
87.5 T/y, this includes US and Allied country military satellites, and will grown by 5% annually.
Current total satellite refuelling demand is projected to be 240 T/yr. expanding to 7,000 T/yr by
2050. This analysis excludes potential satellite refuelling for the Moon, Mars or any other body
in the solar system which could also be a source of future demand.
3.2

INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION DEMAND

WGM researched existing water usage data from publicly available sources for existing space
missions, specifically the International Space Station (“ISS”). WGM has calculated that the four
existing astronauts requires 4,500 kg of water initially to provide life support and cooling on the
ISS6. Despite recycling and reclamation efforts in this closed environment, there are still losses
in the amount of 7% annually. These loses are due to leakage into space, humidity voided into
space from airlock operations, residual water in waste and other non-specific losses. Our
calculations show that the ISS requires a top-up of its life- support and cooling water of 1.27T/yr.
In addition, the ISS requires 7000 Kg of thruster fuel annually which is composed of hydrazine
(C2H8N2) and N2O4. By using electrolysed water as a replacement for these fuels, we calculate

5

“A preliminary estimate of future potential US Military Supply and Demand for In-Space Water-based Fuel”,
Booz Allen Hamilton Inc, Aspiotis & O’Leary, Washington D.C, USA 2019 https://isruinfo.com/public/index.php?page=srr_19_ptmss
6
NASA Science Water on the Space Station, notes the 4-crew require 40 000lbs of water annually without recycling
https://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2000/ast02nov_1 December 18, 2018.
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additional incremental water demand of 2.95T/yr. up to 2024 when the expected life span of the
ISS will be up.
3.3

GATEWAY SPACE STATION (MOON)

Detailed technical information on the announced Gateway Space Station (“GSS”) has not yet
been released so WGM has used the existing information from the ISS as a proxy for water
demand on the GSS. We assume four astronauts will be housed on the station until 2037 when
the population will rise to eight. Our reasoning is that there will be an increased population to
support exploration activities and an actual Moon base. Using the ISS figures, we assume each
astronaut will require an initial supply of 4.5 T of water for life-support plus an additional annual
top-up. Initial demand will be 18 T of water with annual top up requirements of 1.26 T/yr. We
assume the population doubles in 2031 and again in 2041. There is the additional possibility of
additional water being housed and used to support a Moon base along with Mars missions;
however, we have not included this potential incremental demand in our analysis due to the
uncertainty around the volume attributable.
3.4

MOON BASE

In early 2019, US Vice President, Mike Pence recommitted the US Government to both sending
people to the moon’s surface and building a permanent moon base on the surface. While specific
plans have not been announced, WGM is assuming a base will begin construction in 2030. In
addition, the US plans to send monthly missions to the Moon’s surface beginning in 2024.
WGM has identified two potential sources of incremental water demand from these plans: lifesupport for a base and propellant to refuel vehicles ascending off the Moon’s surface.
Life-support demand follows the same demand model as with GSS and assumes four astronauts
will be housed on the surface of the moon beginning in 2030 and increasing by four in 2037
when we assume the base will be completed. Initial demand will be 18 T of water with annual
top-up requirements of 1.26 T/yr. If the population doubles in 2037 to eight, an additional 18 T
of initial water will be required along with annual top-ups of 2.52 T/yr. These numbers are
conservative in that we expect a Moon base will be much larger than a space station thus
requiring more resources; however, we cannot quantify our estimate at this time.
At this time, the only solid demand indication WGM has been able to identify is via the Artemis
program. Starting in 2024, NASA has been directed and is planning to have monthly missions to
the lunar surface. These missions will require approximately 10-tons of propellant per mission
to refuel.
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By far the largest source of incremental demand will be for propellant to refuel spacecraft to
deliver lunar produced propellant to markets located off the Moon. Rather than attempt to focus
on forecasting the number of trips and their purpose, WGM devised a simple algorithm based on
the entire projected water demand in space. We assume all non-terrestrial water supplies will be
supplied by lunar sources and be shipped to all markets. Analysis provided by ISRUInfo and
their November 2018 study on Commercial Lunar Propellant Architecture study7, each tonne of
LO2/LH2 propellant will require 2.5T of mined water per T of propellant.
Some additional possible sources of water demand which we have not factored into our analysis
but could conceivably reveal themselves include Moon bases from other countries such as China
or Russia, use of water for production purposes by other Moon-based industries, and private
Moon-based ventures which could require life-support, propellant or raw materials for their
operations. As all of these are speculative, we have chosen to ignore them in our calculations.
3.5

MARS SPACE STATION

WGM has followed NASA’s work on a manned Mars mission and the commitments by the
US Government, through several administrations, to fund such a mission for the 2030 timeframe.
As with the ISS and GSS, WGM assumes a similar Mars Space Station (“MSS”) design and
water demand fundamentals. We have assumed a population of four astronauts beginning in
2030 with a doubling to eight in 2037. Initial demand will be 18 T of water with annual top-up
requirements of 1.261 T/yr. If the population doubles in 2037 to eight, an addition 18 T of initial
water will be required along with annual top-ups of 2.52 T/yr. All water will come from the
Moon. We have also excluded potential incremental demand for thruster fuel as there are no
technical details currently available on annual consumption.
Additional demand which we are including in our analysis is refuelling of Mars ascent and
decent vehicles. WGM does not have any information as to the number and lift capabilities or
refuelling needs of these missions. We do have a high degree of certainty that such missions will
occur if the MSS is built. Consequently, as a starting figure, we assume annual refuelling
demand to be in 80 T/yr starting in 2030 with demand increasing to 160 T/yr in 2040 in
anticipation of completion of the MSS and an increased tempo of activity to the Martian surface.
As with the GSS, WGM believes there are similar potential sources of additional demand but
once again we consider them speculative and have excluded them from our analysis. Unlike a
Moon base, there are two additional factors which could alter the demand equation on Mars.
7

Commercial Lunar Propellant Architecture study November 2018, Kornuta et al., https://isruinfo.com/public/
May 6, 2019.
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First, the MSS may be used to stage missions into deeper space including the Gas Giants and the
Asteroid Belt. Second, Mars itself has substantive water deposits on its poles. It may prove that
Mars will, in due course, produce its own consumables, including water thus supplanting Moonbased water demand with local supplies.
3.6

SPACE-BASED AGRICULTURE

WGM sought out the advice of Professor Mike Dixon at the University of Guelph’s Controlled
Environment Systems Research Facility on the inputs required for the production of food in a
space environment. Based on research conducted on the ISS, it is expected that any long
duration space activities will require food production in order to physically and psychologically
sustain astronauts. Specific foods which grow well in space include salad greens, berries and
tomatoes. Grains also grow well, however, these foods are easily transportable, so their
production is likely of lower importance over fresh produce.
The best estimates for the production of food for a person in space would require approximately
60-70 square metres of growing area per year with initial input of 100L of water per m2 for
hydroponic operations. Interestingly, WGM learned water is the second largest input behind
carbon dioxide in such closed systems. Based on the potential population in space, we estimate
start-up demand to build hydroponic capabilities will be approximately 26 T by 2023. Applying
the same 7% loss factor for these closed systems, there will be additional incremental water
demand of 2.5T/yr. Our population estimates for space are initially 6, increasing to 36 by 2024
and doubling again to 64 by 2031 and again by 2041.
One area the authors have contemplated and discussed with Professor Dixon was the potential
for terrestrial markets for space-grown products or lunar-derived water. We use the illustrative
example of “space risotto”. Short-grain rice could be grown in space and transported back to
Earth. It is not inconceivable that this rice be marketed to the luxury goods market and that
celebrity chefs could produce “space risotto”, charging larcenous prices for small portions to
well heeled terrestrial patrons. In addition, bottled lunar-derived water may be used to wash
down the meal. This could be one of the first exports from space to Earth. There are terrestrially
examples of this behaviour including the spice trade in ancient or medieval times or when
European powers discovered new and novel foods during the age of exploration. WGM will not
speculate as to the size and scope of these potential markets and so have excluded them from our
analysis; however, near-term market forces could meaningfully drive space-water demand in
order to supply terrestrial markets if space-grown products become fashionable.
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3.7

SPACE TOURISM AND HOTELS

Several companies have announced plans for space-based tourism. Orion Span is the most
advanced of these offerings and is already accepting deposits for reservations8. It is not possible
to project how many space hotels or tourist offerings will be launched, so WGM has assumed at
least one space-based hotel with a capacity of 16 people, 12 guests and 4 support staff, will be
launched into LEO by 2023 with a doubling of capacity again in 2031 and 2041. Using the same
metrics for demand from the ISS, initial demand of 54 T of water will be required with annual
top-ups of 3.8 T/yr. Additional demand has been forecast for 2031 and 2040 to double capacity
from the previous period.
3.8

DEMAND SUMMARIES
TABLE 1
FULL WATER DEMAND ESTIMATES AT EACH 5-YEAR INTERVAL (T/yr)
Location

Satellite Refuelling
International Space Station
Gateway Space Station (Moon)
Moon
Mars Space Station
Space Agriculture
Tourism & Hotels
Total

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

240.2
4.2
0
0
0
0
0
244.4

1,281
0
4.2
6354.2
0
2.5
3.8
7,645.7

2,629.9
0
22.2
13,386.1
80
2.5
3.8
16,124.5

3,356.4
0
7.0
16,930.1
81.3
3.7
7.6
20,379.1

4,283.7
0
7.0
23,020.1
165.8
17.7
277.6
27,771.9

5,467.3
0
0
27,607.7
165.8
29.2
26.5
33,291.5

6,977.8
0
0
35,103.0
165.8
29.3
26.5
42,302.3

TABLE 2
FULL WATER DEMAND ESTIMATES BY MARKET LOCATION
FOR EACH 5-YEAR INTERVAL (T/yr)
Market Location

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
Geosynchronous Earth (GEO)
Moon
Mars

148.3
96.1
0
0

774.9
512.4
6,358.4
0

1,584.2
1,051.9
13,408.3
80.0

2,025.1
1,342.6
16,930.1
81.3

2,865.5
1,713.5
23,027.1
165.8

3,336.1
2,186.9
27,602.7
165.8

4,242.4
2,791.1
35,103.0
165.8

WGM estimates that the total current value of the water market, forecast out to 2050, applying a
market price equivalent to the cost to ship it from Earth, and using an 8% discount rate, is worth
US$206 Billion.

8

Orbit Span website: https://www.orionspan.com/ May 7, 2019.
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3.9

CAUTIONARY NOTE ON CONFIDENCE LEVEL OF ESTIMATES

As discussed in the preamble, WGM has attempted to provide a first-order estimate as to what
the space-based markets for water will likely be based on our assumptions and information
known at this time. There are no assurances that our demand estimates are correct and would
caution readers that there is a very high level of variance likely. Our analysis is of a conceptual
nature and does not meet the standards required by NI 43-101 or similar standards and should not
be relied upon.
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4. EXPLORATION, DEVELOPMENT AND MINING COSTS
As with developing a market-demand analysis, WGM faced similar challenges in developing an
exploration, development and mining plan in order to cost out a potential moon-based water
extraction operation. We would like to acknowledge the invaluable support of Maxar (formerly
MDA) and Deltion Innovations in providing both technical advice and costing estimates for our
study.
One important assumption made in our estimates is all exploration and mining activities will be
carried out robotically in an autonomous or semi-autonomous basis. The risks and costs
associated with humans being involved in moon mining activities would make such an operation
unfeasible.
Our analysis is focused on three distinct areas of activity: 1) exploration and development 2)
Mining operations and processing; and 3) Delivery to markets.
4.1

EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT

With almost 60 years of space exploration experience, there has been substantive scientific study
of the moon and its composition. The Apollo missions went so far as to directly sample regolith
and rocks from the Moon’s surface. The latest scientific information from the Chandrayaan-1
mission (India) reported in August 2018 provide unequivocal evidence of water on the Moon’s
poles. This correlates with past observations and NASA reports that water deposits are
widespread. The single data point observation from the LCROSS mission showed and average
5.6% water content of regolith9.
Despite this knowledge of water’s existence on the Moon, we do not know the nature, scope or
mineralogy of the water. The three leading theories are:
1. Water as frost – The water content in lunar regolith is contained as frost and coats regolith
grains to a modest depth (less then 2m). The deposit is unconsolidated and therefore easy to
scoop and transport.
2. Water as Ice – The water has consolidated into solid ice forming a “lunar breccia” with the
water ice forming the matrix and the clasts, the lunar regolith. The deposit would require
mining methods which would break-up the rock for processing.

9

NASA In-situ Resource Utilization – Water and volatile Compounds Page
https://isru.nasa.gov/WaterVolatileCompounds.html April 17, 2019.
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3. Hydrated minerals – The water is chemically bound to the regolith and would require
chemical or thermal processing to liberate the water molecules. The regolith could be
unconsolidated or form a lunar breccia.
Another fundamental issue is the depth of mineralization. Current scientific thinking is the water
is at or near the surface to a depth of at least 2 meters but in truth, we just don’t know. Basic
exploration will be required via drilling, trenching and assaying to determine the nature of the
deposit including its depth, chemical composition, and geotechnical properties. Analogies can
be drawn from work done on Mars via the Mars Subsurface Water Ice Mapping (SWIM)
project10. Where once Mars was viewed as a desiccated desert, we now have evidence of
substantive water deposits with a high degree of confidence. There is, in WGM’s opinion, a
reasonable probability that the surface expressions of water on the lunar surface will extend to
some depth.
WGM has determined that the best course of action is to conduct a two-part exploration plan.
Part one would involve satellite-based reconnaissance using geophysical methods to attempt a
depth sounding of the water deposits of interest. Part two would include landing a rover-type
vehicle on the Moon which would be equipped with both a drill capable of penetrating at least
2 m below the surface and an on-board assaying device to analyze the chemical composition of
the water deposit. The estimated capital cost for these two parts are US$50 Million and
US$300 Million respectively plus annual operating expenses of US$2.5 Million.
Technologically, both missions should be easy to carry out using existing technologies and
engineering solutions used on previous Moon and Mars missions.
4.2

MINING OPERATIONS AND PROCESSING

Once it is determined via exploration work that the water deposit is minable, the next step to
consider is how to mine and process the water into a saleable product. Before analysing the
engineering aspects of such an operation, WGM feels it important to raise a substantive legal
issue which would have direct bearing on any mining operation located in space.
Under the Outer Space Treaty (1967), in which all the current space faring nations are
signatories, no terrestrial authority can claim sovereignty over space. Consequently, there is no
recognition of property rights in space nor of a mining claim. The Law of the Sea applies insofar
as to recognize any craft or its contents are under the sovereignty of the country’s whose flag it
10

Mars Subsurface Water Ice Mapping (SWIM) Project –June 24, 2019.
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiPgZ
Pk9YLjAhWBVs0KHVw3DP4QFjABegQIBBAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.hou.usra.edu%2Fmeetings%2Fl
psc2019%2Feposter%2F3083.pdf&usg=AOvVaw2tyv-G-N4OaoWAXNvIhVYg
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flies. The US Commercial Space Launch Competitiveness Act of 2015 goes further in
recognizing the property or workings of US citizens and corporations as being under the
jurisdiction of the US. In short, a mining operations equipment and facilities are recognized
under International Law but the territory in which a company has done exploration and
development work is not recognized, except potentially by the US.
There are plenty of situations of a terrestrial nature which reflect this dilemma where a valid
commercial market existed outside of sovereign control including the historic Black Hills gold
strike in the Dakotas or international fisheries outside territorial waters. The Moon is large and if
the water deposits are as plentiful as expected, there should be no issues around disputes over
territory, at least in the near term.
For the purposes of WGM’s analysis, we have assumed that water to be mined and processed
will be in the form of either unconsolidated regolith containing water frosts or unconsolidated
hydrated minerals in regolith located in an accessible nearly permanently shadowed region such
at the base of a crater rim, cliff, valley or other feature proximal to a sunlight exposed region.
The processing plant should be located in sunlight to improve operating conditions and reduce
power consumption. We further assume processing to extract the water content will be a
straight-forward thermal process at relatively low processing temperatures due to the absence of
any atmospheric pressure. By agitating the regolith and carefully controlling the temperature,
the water and other volatiles will sublimate, free of regolith contaminants, and be collected into a
containment device via a one-way valve. The collected product is distilled and ready for use.
Regolith residue will then be either be disposed as tailing or as inputs for other industrial
processes such a brick making for construction.
Our operating assumptions including the following:
• Mining and processing rate will be 500 kg/hr of regolith with an average water content of
5.6%;
•

Bulk density of lunar regolith is 1.5 g/cm3 or 1,500 kg/m3 resulting in an excavation and
processing rate of 0.33 m3/hr.

•

Total annual pit excavation dimensions would be 38m x 38m x 2m.

•

Annual water production would be 245.25 T/yr.

Mining and processing equipment would consist of five units: two RASSOR11 excavators, a
stationary processing and refining unit, a power plant, and a transport/maintenance rover.
Estimated cost to manufacture and deploy to the Moon is US$800 Million. Annual operating
11

Regolith Advanced Surface Systems Operations Robot (RASSOR) Excavator https://technology.nasa.gov/patent/KSC-TOPS-7 April 25, 2019.
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costs are assumed to be US$2.5 Million/yr for earth based technical, support and administrative
costs. WGM assumed a maintenance and resupply mission will be required every 2.5 years and
costs US$100 Million per trip.
Regarding the technology and engineering feasibility, WGM understands extensive terrestrial
testing of the RASSOR excavator system has been completed and is now patented. There are no
engineering details on the design and processing flow sheet for the processing and refining unit;
however, it is WGM’s opinion that such a unit involves relatively straight forward engineering
using proven techniques and technologies and is viable.
Our most significant engineering risk is associated with power. We estimate the processing
equipment will require between 5-6 Kw of continuous power. Solar power is likely unfeasible
due to the lack of sunlight for 14 out of 28 days due to the Moon’s rotation, for equatorial
regions. Most water ice is in the polar regions and significantly in permanently shadowed
regions where there is no sunlight available for more than 80% of the time. Based on existing
solar panel technologies, a solar farm would need to be at least 1000 m2 in size which presents
serious logistical constraints. The most likely solution would be to deploy a small nuclear
reactor (“SNR”). While many SNRs have been proposed for terrestrial mining operations in
remote areas, none have been scoped out for deployment to the Moon. Further research and
engineering development would be required to deploy such a reactor but WGM feels the
probability of a workable solution to be high.
The final piece of mining equipment is a transport and maintenance rover. This rover serves two
important functions. First, as each 1 tonne unit of water is produced at the plant, it will need to
be moved to a storage location. The second function is to act as a maintenance vehicle.
Equipped with a robotic arm and camera, the rover will be able to swap modular parts out of
other equipment, clean dust accumulations, remove debris or rocks stuck in processing
equipment and generally be available for operational fixes. Rover technologies with robotic
arms are well established and tested technologies. We have allocated capital costs of
US$100 Million to deploy such a system on the Moon.
Based on the above noted assumptions and costing estimates, WGM estimates that, on a current
dollar basis, water can be produced on the Moon at an all-in cost of approximately
US$0.5 Million per tonne.
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4.3

STORAGE AND DELIVERY TO MARKETS

Once water has been mined and processed, the finished purified product needs to be available for
delivery to markets. Storage of processed water represents the last hurdle in the production
chain. Operating conditions on the Moon are challenging. The Lunar day consists of
14 terrestrial days of light followed by 14 days of darkness. This results in massive temperature
swings and thermal flux to operating equipment. In addition, the lack of atmospheric pressure
and vacuum conditions, result in losses from pressurized containers through osmosis of
contained gases or liquids. Frozen water in a containment vessel may offer a solution; however,
the triple point of water on the Moon is around 150K (-123°C). Maintaining the temperature
during the Lunar day is energy intensive and technically challenging due to the lack of
atmosphere. A simple solution may be to simply store produced water in a shadowed region
such as a crater or pit and/or cover with a layer of regolith for insulation until such time when the
produced water is required to be delivered to markets.
The last element in the supply chain is delivery to markets. Most terrestrial mining operations do
not operate their own logistics operations to get their product to market, rather they rely on
existing infrastructure and transportation system. This is problematic on the Moon as it is virgin
territory with no existing logistics capability. WGM has factored in the recent announcements
by Blue Horizon and their Blue Moon initiative which will provide transport to the Moon. This
is in addition to the requirements of the Artemis mission to refuel using lunar sources. While not
currently envisioned by the Blue Moon team, most terrestrial logistics companies seek to
maximize profits by not driving their trucks empty on the return trip. Having a saleable product
on the return trip from the Moon would be expected to improve the economics of any logistics
company’s operation and so WGM expect the logistics capability to centre around any mining
operation.
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5. ECONOMIC SUMMARY
Putting together the entire analysis, WGM has forecast the entire space-based market for water to
be US$206 Billion, in current dollar terms, over the next 30 years. We feel this is a conservative
number and could be off by several orders of magnitude.
Water produced on the Moon has a current value of US$10 Million per tonne, this value being
based on the current costs to supply it from Earth. WGM estimates that water can be mined and
processed on the Moon for around US$0.5 Million per tonne. Even if our estimates of costs are
off hundreds of percent, this still represents substantive gross margins for producing companies.
Based on the proposed small-scale mining operation, producing a modest 245 T/yr., annual
cashflow from operations would be US$2.4 Billion annually. Assuming a monopoly position
for 10 operating years from an initial capital outlay of US$1.16 Billion, a stable price for water,
and an 8% discount rate, the Net Present Value of the operation would be US$15.1 Billion with
an IRR of 211.3% and payback period of 0.5 years. We have consciously used a discount rate in
our deferred cash flow calculations that is reflective of an established operating mining operation
rather than the much higher discount rate which would normally be associated with projects in
the early exploration stage. Our rationale is that it is premature to attempt to quantify the risks as
many of them are unknown at this time and many of the familiar terrestrial risks associated with
exploration and mining including permitting, taxation, community engagement, environmental
studies, and construction risks may not apply given the location and the very small size of the
conceptual operation. Hence the 8% discount rate of an established operation is offered as a
basis for comparison.
The conceptual economic analysis is highly favourable and would certainly be considered both
economically feasible and very attractive for investment if it was a terrestrial mine. WGM
therefore concludes that based on its conceptual study there will be strong commercial interest in
developing a Moon-based water mining operation and substantive profits could be reaped by the
first company to commercially exploit the opportunity.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conceptually, WGM’s analysis of the space-based water market shows both economic and
technical potential to create a space-based mining operation. Although our analysis does not
conform to terrestrial standards for technical reporting, we have attempted to employ similar
methodologies in creating our model. WGM trusts our work will assist future efforts to open up
new ventures in space.
We recommend that additional engineering work be carried out by governments, academic
groups and private enterprise to solve some of the technical challenges we have identified. We
also challenge Earth’s entrepreneurs and financiers to consider how to finance and launch
commercial ventures to take advantage of these markets. By doing so, WGM believes the
colonization of space by humankind will be achievable in the not-to-distant future.

For more information or questions about our report, please contact:
Jeff Plate, BSc., M.A., CFA
Vice President – Marketing and Business Development
Suite 300, 10 King Street East
Toronto, ON M5C 1C3
Tel: (416) 364-6244 ext. 234
Email: jplate@wgm.ca
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